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MOTIVATION

To look for different charmonium-like states 

(conventional and exotic) in pp and pA collisions to 

obtain complementary results to the ones from e+e-

interactions, B-meson decays and pp\bar interactions
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Izmestev A. has shown * Nucl. Phys., V.52, N.6 (1990) & *Nucl. Phys., V.53, N.5 (1991) that in the case of

curved coordinate space with radius a (confinement radius) and dimension N at the

dominant time component of the gluonic potential the quark-antiquark potential defines via

Gauss equations. If space of physical system is compact (sphere S3), the harmonic

potential assures confinement:

where R(r), D(r) and GN(r) are scaling factor, gauging and determinant of metric tensor Gμν(r).
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When cotangent argument in V3(r) is small:

we get:

The quark potential models have successfully described the charmonium spectrum, which

generally assumes short-range coulomb interaction and long-range linear confining interaction

plus spin dependent part coming from one gluon exchange. The zero-order potential is:

where defines a gaussian-smeared hyperfine interaction.

Solution of equation with H0 = p2/2mc + gives zero order charmonium wavefunctions.

*T. Barnes, S. Godfrey, E. Swangon, Phys. Rev. D 72, 054026 (2005), hep-ph/ 0505002 & Ding G.J. et al., arXiV: 0708.3712 [hep-ph], 2008

The splitting between the multiplets is determined by taking the matrix element of the Vspin-dep

taken from one-gluon exchange Breit-Fermi-Hamiltonian between zero-order wave functions:

where αs - coupling constant, b - string tension,      - hyperfine interaction smear parameter.
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* Advances in Applied Clifford Algebras, V.8, N.2, p.235 - 270 (1998) .
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THANK YOU!


